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The Shawnees were a Native American tribe that played a significant role in the

shaping of America during the 18th and 19th centuries. They were originally

inhabitants of the Ohio Valley and the Great Lakes region, with their ancestral

home believed to be in the areas now recognized as modern-day Ohio, Kentucky,

and West Virginia.

The Shawnees during the French and Indian War

The French and Indian War (1754-1763) marked a crucial period for the

Shawnees. Initially, they aligned themselves with the French due to their ongoing

conflicts with British settlers migrating westwards in search of new opportunities.

The Shawnees fought alongside the French against the British and their Native

American allies, including the Iroquois Confederacy.

However, by the end of the war, the Shawnees found themselves displaced and

their territories diminished. The Treaty of Paris in 1763 resulted in the French

ceding their North American territories to the British, leading to increased

encroachment on Shawnee lands.
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Conflicts with American settlers

The American Revolution further escalated tensions as the Shawnees had to

navigate complex political dynamics. Some Shawnees chose to support the

Americans, hoping to safeguard their lands against encroachment, while others

remained allied with the British in the hopes of maintaining their territories.

As America expanded westward, the Shawnees faced increasing pressure to

cede their lands. The 1783 Treaty of Paris confirmed British recognition of

American independence but omitted any mention of Native American land rights.

This lack of acknowledgment heightened tensions in the region.

The Confederacy of Tecumseh

In the early 19th century, Tecumseh, a Shawnee leader, emerged as a prominent

figure. He envisioned a confederacy of Native American tribes uniting against the

encroachment of white settlers. Tecumseh's brother, Tenskwatawa (also known

as the Prophet), preached a message of cultural revitalization and resistance,

contributing to the growing movement.
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The Shawnee prophet and his brother toured numerous tribes, seeking support

for their cause. While some tribes joined the confederacy, others remained

cautious, mindful of the risks associated with open resistance.

The War of 1812

The War of 1812 between the United States and Britain provided a turning point

for the Shawnees. Tecumseh allied with the British in hopes of establishing a

Native American buffer state in the Northwest Territory. During this conflict, the

Shawnees fought alongside the British against American expansionism and

gained victories in several battles.

However, in 1813, Tecumseh was killed at the Battle of the Thames, marking a

significant blow to the Shawnee Confederacy's leadership. With the loss of their

charismatic leader, the confederacy began to crumble, and the Shawnees faced

further encroachment on their lands.

Shawnees' Removal and Resettlement

By the mid-19th century, pressure from American settlers and the U.S.

government forced the Shawnees to relocate from their ancestral lands. Through

a series of treaties, including the Treaty of St. Mary's in 1818 and the Treaty of

Wapakoneta in 1831, the Shawnees were gradually moved to reservations in

Kansas and Oklahoma.

Despite the hardships faced during the Indian Removal era, the Shawnees

persisted and continue to thrive as a tribe. Today, the Shawnee Tribe is a federally

recognized Native American tribe headquartered in Miami, Oklahoma, working

towards preserving their cultural heritage.

The legacy of the Shawnees



The Shawnees' history is one of resilience, cultural preservation, and struggle

against colonization. Their role in the conflicts surrounding the formation of the

United States is often overlooked but essential to understanding the struggles

faced by Native American tribes during this time period.

As we explore the pages of the Penguin Library of American Indian History, we

discover the stories and voices of the Shawnees and their contributions to the

fabric of American history.
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With the courage and resilience embodied by their legendary leader Tecumseh,

the Shawnees waged a war of territorial and cultural resistance for half a century.

Noted historian Colin G. Calloway details the political and legal battles and the

bloody fighting on both sides for possession of the Shawnees? land, while

imbuing historical figures such as warrior chief Tecumseh, Daniel Boone, and

Andrew Jackson with all their ambiguity and complexity. More than defending
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their territory, the Shawnees went to war to preserve a way of life and their own

deeply held vision of what their nation should be.
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